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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHERPA/FACT is a tool that tells authors if a journal complies with their research funder’s open access requirements.It covers 8 of the main UK funders, who all belong to RCUK, except for the Wellcome Trust.It was created in response to a new joint mandate, effective from the 1st April 2013.It is extendable to other funders and other countries.

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/


SHERPA/FACT matches 

Funders open access mandates 

Publishers policies & open access options 
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SHERPA/FACT matches funders open access mandates with publishers policies & open access options……to determine whether a journal complies or not.



…but it’s a tricky business 
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…but it’s a tricky business……due to the complications of Gold versus Green routes, embargoes, CC licences, requirements for specific repositories, special arrangements with publishers, etc.These three main flow charts illustrate just some of the points in the decision tree for determining compliance…



FACT Result 

Overall compliance 

Gold compliance 

Green compliance 

Funder’s recommendation 

Info & Advice 
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…which lead to a result like this. This shows:Overall compliance, which is calculated from…… Gold compliance, and…… Green complianceThe recommended method to use, according to the funder’s preferences, and…Information and advice on what to do nextIt is also possible to view the decision trail that led to these results.



User responses 
• Usage levels 

– c.120 sessions per day from all UK universities 
– Proportionate to funders’ grant expenditure 

• Inaccuracies – fairly rare 
– FACT algorithm, which is dependent on… 
– RoMEO data, which is dependent on… 
– Publishers’ policies 

• Local Customisation 
• Add-on services 

– Journal lists 
– Compliance statistics 
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Usage of c.120 sessions per day tallies closely withthe number of qualifying articles that are publishedand is proportionate to the relevant funders’ grant expenditureThere have been some concerns about accuracy, but our audits have shown that inaccuracies are fairly rare.The FACT algorithm has been tweaked as problems have been reported, and it is now stable.FACT relies on RoMEO. Most inaccuracies arise from the lag between publishers changing policies, and updating RoMEOOften we are alerted to changes by our users, and all feedback is handled promptly.However, publishers policies are sometimes unclear and self-contradictory, and they do not always answer our queries.People want to do more with FACT…



The FACT API is the tool for… 
• Local customisation 

– Reflecting local polices and preferences 
– Adding local information and links 
– Omitting “clutter” 

• Subject journal lists 
– Comparing compliance, charges, etc. 

• Compliance statistics 
– Potential compliance of lists of articles 
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…in which the FACT API is the tool for you.Local customisation can be more than just re-branding FACT.For instance, changing the funder’s preference of Gold over Green, to a local preference for Green over Gold to conserve moneyFor instance, adding local open access contacts, linking to the local institutional repository, adding information on local open access fundsFor instance, omitting information for non-compliant options



How the FACT API works 
• Example API Request 

 
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/api-beta.php?ak=8jw39f78n&juliet_id=726&issn=0009-2541 

 
– http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/api-beta.php - Base URL 
– ?ak=8jw39f78n    - User’s API Key 
– &juliet_id=726   - JULIET ID for funder NERC 
– &issn=0009-2541   - Journal ISSN, or… 
– &journaltitle=nature   - Journal title 

 
• Output data format options 

– XML 
– JSON 
– PHP array definition 
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API queries are specified in URL arguments.

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/api-beta.php?ak=8jw39f78n&juliet_id=726&issn=0009-2541
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http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/api-beta.php
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http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/api-beta.php
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/api-beta.php


FACT API Result 

Computable data in arguments 

Displayable data between tags 
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The results distinguish between computable data – mostly mnemonic codes or numbers – and displayable data.I will come back to this



You could replicate FACT locally… 
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You could use the API to create you own local version of FACTFor instance, here we’ve copied the FACT query form unchanged into a local page on funders and open access.



…but perhaps you can do better 
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…but perhaps you can do betterHere we have a simpler form:We ask for the journal title firstWe omit the options for Starts, Contains, etc, in favour of automatically detecting ISSNs and assuming that journal titles are exact.We use a drop down list for selecting the research funder instead of checkboxes.



You can also customise the results 
<gold goldcompliancecode="yes" 
      goldcompliancereport="paidoa"> 
  You can publish your article compliantly with open access 
</gold> 

• Computable data lets you decide 
– which fields to display 
– whether to replace displayable data with your own 

Computable data in arguments 

Displayable data between tags 
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You can also customise the results.If we take a closer look at the data returned by the API…There are computable codes that you can use to control your own applicationsFor instance deciding which fields to display or ignoreAnd deciding whether to use the displayable data provided by FACT, or to amend it or replace it with local information



Customising FACT results 
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Here we improved things by:Giving a simple “yes” or “no” answerSwapping the Gold over Green preference of the funder to reflect a local preference for GreenHighlighting the costs of the two methods. (FACT only implies that self-archiving is free of charge)Omitting much of the “clutter” of FACT’s adviceAdding local information:Linking to the local institutional repositoryPointing authors to the local open access fundAdding a contact for help and advice



We could make it even simpler 
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We could make it even simplerHere we have ignored the institution’s non-preferred optionand therefore we no longer need to state that self-archiving is free of charge



…and if a journal is non-compliant 
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…and if a journal is non-compliantWe give authors a couple of possible solutions:Contacting the local open access team for adviceSuggesting they consider alternative journals, for example…



Example subject journal list 
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…a list of geology journals.This table shows the key information authors need in deciding which journal to publish in:- Compliance, Impact Factor, Charges, etc.And provides links to FACT for more information on, for instance, why a journal is not compliant



How to prepare a subject journal list 
• Acquire a suitable list of journals 
• Add ISSNs 
• Check FACT for each journal using the API 
• Extract relevant fields from the results 
• Tabulate the raw results 
• Optionally add other data– e.g. Impact factor 
• Display the results 
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How to prepare a subject journal listIt is not FACT or RoMEO’s job to provide lists of journals for particular subjects. Requirements vary, but there are plenty of suitable lists available elsewhere.For reliability, we recommend gathering ISSNs in addition to titles.Typically you would extract compliance data from the results, and perhaps charges.Excel is good for manipulating the resultsAdd further data from other sources – e.g. Impact factorDisplay the results



What if we extend this to articles? 
• Lists of articles 

– Organisations know what they have funded/published 
• Compliance 

– Have they complied? Can they comply? 
• FACT can check potential compliance 

– Help ensure progress towards targets 
– Help formulate policy/preferences 

• How? Similar workflow to journal lists 
– Get data from Web of Knowledge, CRIS, etc. 
– Merge duplicated journals for efficiency 



Example: Statistics on compliance (NERC) 

Gold only Green only Gold or Green 

Green only 
11% Gold only 

25% 

Gold or Green 
64% 

1,103 articles 
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Analysis of 1103 articles published in 2012, funded by the Natural Environment Research CouncilAbout 5% were non-compliantThis chart shows the possible options for those that were compliant.The fight is over how the grey segment will split between Green and GoldThis has financial implications for all parties.That is a good point on which to finish.



More Information 
• FACT URL: 

– http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/ 

• API Base URL: 
– http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/api-beta.php 

• API Technical Reference: 
– http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/apimanual.php 

• API Key Registry: 
– http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/apiregistry 

• Contact: 
– peter.millington@nottingham.ac.uk 

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/api-beta.php
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/fact/apimanual.php
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/apiregistry
mailto:peter.millington@nottingham.ac.uk
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